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Abstract. A self-reconfigurable robot is a robotic device that can change
its own shape. Self-reconfigurable robots are commonly built from multiple identical modules that can manipulate each other to change the
shape of the robot. The robot can also perform tasks such as locomotion
without changing shape. Programming a modular, self-reconfigurable
robot is however a complicated task: the robot is essentially a real-time,
distributed embedded system, where control and communication paths
often are tightly coupled to the current physical configuration of the
robot. To facilitate the task of programming modular, self-reconfigurable
robots, we have developed a declarative, role-based language that allows
the programmer to associate roles and behavior to structural elements
in a modular robot. Based on the role declarations, a dedicated middleware for high-level distributed communication is generated, significantly
simplifying the task of programming self-reconfigurable robots. Our language fully supports programming the ATRON self-reconfigurable robot,
and has been used to implement several controllers running both on the
physical modules and in simulation.
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Introduction

A self-reconfigurable robot is a robot that can change its own shape. Selfreconfigurable robots are built from multiple identical modules that can manipulate each other to change the shape of the robot [9, 11, 13, 4, 18, 12]. The robot
can also perform tasks such as locomotion without changing shape. Changing the
physical shape of a robot allows it to adapt to its environment, for example by
changing from a car configuration (best suited for flat terrain) to a snake configuration suitable for other kinds of terrain. Programming self-reconfigurable
robots is however complicated by the need to (at least partially) distribute control across the modules that constitute the robot and furthermore to coordinate
the actions of these modules. Algorithms for controlling the overall shape and
locomotion of the robot have been investigated (e.g. [5, 16]), but the issue of
providing a high-level programming platform for developing controllers remains
largely unexplored. Moreover, constraints on the physical size and power consumption of each module limits the available processing power of each module.
In this paper, we present a role-based approach to programming a controller for a distributed robot system. We have implemented a prototype rolebased programming language, named “RAPL”, for the ATRON modular, selfreconfigurable robot [9, 10]. Our implementation is based on roles as the main

Fig. 1. The ATRON self-reconfigurable robot. Seven modules are connected in a carlike structure.

abstraction of behavior and implements a remote method invocation framework
based on the roles and their structural interconnections. RAPL allows the programmer to construct a controller for a structure of ATRON modules in less
time and with less knowledge of hardware than was the case before. Moreover,
we argue that the controller constructed is less error-prone and is more intuitive
to comprehend.
The contributions of our work are as follows: We use the concept of role-based
programming to identify the central entities in a distributed robot controller. We
increase the level of abstraction in the process of programming robot controllers
by means of a domain specific language (DSL), which is built upon these concepts. The structural information from the DSL is used to provide a lightweight
remote method invocation framework appropriate for the physical constraints of
the ATRON modules. Moreover, our language allows the programmer to specify
the behavior of the robot as a whole from the constituent parts. Our compiler
generates an application framework either in embedded C code for execution on
the physical modules or in well-structured Java code for execution in a virtual
simulation environment.

2

The ATRON Self-Reconfigurable Robot

The ATRON self-reconfigurable robot is a 3D lattice-type robot [9, 10]. Figure 1
shows an example ATRON car robot built from 7 modules. Two sets of wheels
(ATRON modules with rubber rings providing traction) are mounted on ATRON
modules playing the role of an axle; the two axles are joined by a single module
playing the role of “connector.” As a concrete example of self-reconfiguration,
this car robot can change its shape to become a snake (a long string of modules);
such a reconfiguration can for example allow the robot to traverse obstacles such
as crevices that cannot be traversed using a car shape.
An ATRON module has one degree of freedom, is spherical, is composed of
two hemispheres, and can actively rotate the two hemispheres relative to each
other. A module may connect to neighbor modules using its four actuated male

and four passive female connectors. The connectors are positioned at 90 degree
intervals on each hemisphere. Eight infrared ports, one below each connector,
are used by the modules to communicate with neighboring modules and sense
distance to nearby obstacles or modules. A module weighs 0.850kg and has a
diameter of 110mm. Currently 100 hardware prototypes of the ATRON modules
exist. The single rotational degree of freedom of a module makes its ability to
move very limited: in fact a module is unable to move by itself. The help of
another module is always needed to achieve movement. All modules must also
always stay connected to prevent modules from being disconnected from the
robot. They must avoid collisions and respect their limited actuator strength:
one module can lift two others against gravity.
Programming the ATRON robot is complicated by the distributed, real-time
nature of the system coupled with limited computational resources and the difficulty of abstracting over the concrete physical configuration when writing controller programs. General approaches to programming the self-reconfigurable
ATRON robot include metamodules [5], motion planning and rule-based programming. In the context of this article, we are however interested in role-based
control. Role-based control is an approach to behavior-based control for modular robots where the behavior of a module is derived from its context [17]. The
behavior of the robot at any given time is driven by a combination of sensor
inputs and internally generated events. Roles allow modules to interpret sensors
and events in a specific way, thus differentiating the behavior of the module
according to the concrete needs of the robot.
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A Role-based Conceptual Model

The level of abstraction offered by focusing on the behavior of a specific module
in a given context is somewhat similar to that of role-based programming [15].
We use this approach as a basis for our language by making roles the fundamental
concept for expressing the desired behavior. A fundamental difference between
previous work and our approach is however that previous role-based experiments
have focused on performing cyclic behavior, e.g., locomotion, and not event
routing and reactive behavior. Moreover, all implementations presented in earlier
work have been constructed in an ad-hoc manner with little or no language
support.
Our conceptual view of a role is that it defines the module structure and the
active and reactive behavior of each module in a robot. In other words, it defines
what the module can do and what it will do. There is a one-to-one mapping
between a role and a module, but modules can change their roles (and thus their
behavior) as a reaction to messages from other modules or internal events. The
behavior of a role is thus determined by the physical state of the module (as
reported by sensors), program state stored in the memory of the module, and
messages received from other modules. The behavior is encapsulated in methods
that are activated either through external messages or internal events.

An ATRON robot as a whole is implicitly assigned a role using the objectoriented concept of a whole-part structure (as known from the whole-part design
pattern [3]). Behavior for the robot is declared for each individual role. For example, all modules in a car may be able to play the role of a “car” by receiving
messages for the “car” role. A module may either process such a message or
forward it to another module, as designated by the programmer. The functionality of the whole and the role that it can play is thus created in coordination
between the individual modules, corresponding to how the control of a modular
robot necessarily must be implemented in practice.

4

The RAPL Compiler

We have implemented a role specification language for the ATRON modules,
named RAPL (Role-based ATRON Programming Language). RAPL can be compiled either to Java, for use with the ATRON simulator, or to C, for execution
directly on the modules. The Java backend simply generates an implementation
of the proxy and state design patterns [7]. The C backend compiles a role to
a skeleton that invokes C functions written by the programmer and to a proxy
represented as a collection of C functions that can be used to send messages to
other modules implementing this role.

4.1

RMI based communication

RAPL implements a remote procedure calling functionality to facilitate distributed communication. A RAPL program declares a list of functions each
belonging to a specific role. Functions can be tied to an event or provide a
default behavior for a role; an event can be a message from a neighbor-module
or an internal event signal (e.g. timer, tilt sensor, etc.). Having a list of functions for each role is sufficient to generate a stub/skeleton proxy framework that
provides abstraction over communication which is critical to our approach. The
issue of addressing the correct modules is resolved by exploiting the structural
information from the roles. Messages always identify both the receiver role and
the name of the message (at runtime each identifier is represented by a single
byte).

4.2

Whole-part design architecture

The whole-part design pattern is integrated in the implementation of the RMI
framework, providing a whole-part functionality for the entire structure of ATRON
modules. Functions declared on a controller level expose the controllers main
functionality to other controllers or external clients, which would not normally
know, e.g., how to make the car drive or turn.

4.3

A domain specific language with simple logic

RAPL is a domain-specific language used to express roles and functions; allowing control structures and other imperative language constructs would hamper
the intention of defining behavior at a higher abstraction level. Moreover, we
believe that general-purpose languages such as Java and C are better suited for
specifying more complex, internal behavior in controllers. To facilitate practical
experiments, we do however enable RAPL to directly express primitive actuation operations and message forwarding with simple arithmetic processing of
arguments. More advanced functionality will have to be included from externally
linked code supplied directly by the programmer. To this end, we have defined a
simple programmatic interface between RAPL and each of the platforms that it
supports: RAPL methods can be implemented in the target language and code
written in the target language can call RAPL methods. We currently use XML
as the concrete syntax for writing RAPL declarations; in the future we envision
providing one or more high-level syntaxes, as exemplified in Figure 2.

5

Example

We now outline a few simple examples of using RAPL to program an ATRON
car. We refer to the first author’s MS for more detailed examples [6].
5.1

A simple car program

As a concrete example, consider the ATRON car shown earlier in Figure 1. Simple reactive control of this robot can be implemented using the role declarations
shown in Figure 2, left. A role has a name and declares its structural dependencies on other roles, and can moreover extend another role creating a hierarchy
of roles (not shown). Structure is specified in terms of the roles of the neighboring modules and the physical communication port used to contact the module
(auto-detection of neighboring modules, although possible, is currently slightly
problematic on the physical modules due to hardware difficulties). Behaviors are
simply declared as functions that are attached to roles.
In the program of Figure 2, when a move event is delivered to the “connector”
it forwards it to the two axles, which again forwards it to the wheels. The action
performed by the wheel is a primitive actuation of the main joint, implemented
by all modules (similarly to the methods provided by Object in Java). Similarly
for the turn event. To increase readability, we are currently investigating a more
human-friendly syntax resembling Java declarations, as shown in Figure 2, right.
The roles thus provide a means of denoting the behavior of each module as it
is used for a specific purpose in the robot. Moreover, the roles provide a simple
and very light-weight way of (albeit manually) routing events through the topology of the robot. This is particularly interesting given the resource constraints
of the ATRON module, which only has 4K of RAM available for communication
buffers, operating system functionality, and program state. (Program size on the
other hand is not so much of a problem since there is 128K of flash memory
available for storing programs.)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE Controller>
<Controller Name="Car" xsi="Xatron.xsd">
<Role RoleName="Connector" ...>
<Structure RoleToUse="Axle"
StructureName="axleFront"
Channel="2"/>
<Structure RoleToUse="Axle"
StructureName="axleRear"
Channel="6"/>
</Role>
<Role RoleName="Axle" ...> ...</Role>
<Role RoleName="Wheel" ...> ...</Role>
<Function FunctionName="move" Target="Connector">
<Action ActionName="move"
Target="axleFront"
Value="value"/>
...
</Function>
<Function FunctionName="turn" Target="Connector">
<Action ActionName="rotate"
Target="axleFront"
Value="value/2"/>
<Action ActionName="rotate"
Target="axleRear"
Value="value/2"/>
</Function>
...
</Controller>

role Connector implements Car {
Axle frontAxle = Axle(channel#2);
Axle rearAxle = Axle(channel#6);
move(int value) {
frontAxle.move(value);
rearAxle.move(value);
}
turn(int value) {
frontAxle.rotate(value/2);
rearAxle.rotate(-value/2);
}
}
role Axle implements Car {
Wheel leftWheel = Wheel(channel#0);
Wheel rightWheel = Wheel(channel#2);
move(int value) {
leftWheel.move(value);
rightWheel.move(-1*value);
}
}
role Wheel implements Car {
Axle axle = Axle(channel#5);
}

Fig. 2. A simple car controller implemented in RAPL (left) and in our proposed Javalike syntax (right)

Fig. 3. The ATRON car rebuilding itself after a tilt

<Function FunctionName="Run" Target="Connector">
<Action ActionName="extTiltTurnLogic" Target="EXT" Value="0"/>
<Action ActionName="extTiltGetupLogic" Target="EXT" Value="0"/>
</Function>
<Function FunctionName="drive" Target="Car">
<Action ActionName="move" Target="connector" Value="value"/>
</Function>
<Function FunctionName="getup" Target="Car">
<Action ActionName="getupimpl" Target="connector" Value="value"/>
</Function>
Fig. 4. A tilt-aware Car controller in RAPL
#include "rapl.h" /* header file generated by RAPL for the car */
int last = 0;
void extTiltLogic() {
signed char x = getTiltY();
if(abs(x-last)>10) {
if ((x - last) < 0) Connector_turn_impl(-20);
else Connector_turn_impl(20);
last = x;
}
}
Fig. 5. Custom code for the tilt-logic

5.2

Adding proactive behavior

Our working example of a car is shown in action in Figure 3. Here, we have added
custom functionality which fires events based on the internal tilt-sensor. Tilting
makes the car turn towards higher grounds (the car will move towards the top
of a hill) whereas an extreme tilt-level (indicating that the car has fallen over)
triggers a series of reconfigurations which rises the car. The RAPL declarations
for this more advanced controller extend those of Figure 2 and are shown in
Figure 4. In this example we specify several functions and some custom code
functionality to exemplify the diversity of the RAPL language.
The behavior of the controller for the tilting car is defined in the Run method
on the connector. This tells the connector module to call the two external tiltfunctions, one of which is shown in Figure 5. These two functions monitor the
y-axis tilt sensor for a minor or severe change in tilt level. The first function
extTiltLogic reacts upon tilt changes in steps of 10, and for each step it calls the
Connector method turn, thus turning the axles. A complete tilt of the car (e.g.,
falling over) is detected by another function which triggers a self-reconfiguration
sequence of several rotations. The sequence of rotations is programmed in RAPL
in the function getupimpl (not shown). The function in the custom code of Figure 5 displays an obvious example of functionality that would be laborious to
provide in our RAPL compiler and thus should be supplied in native code.

5.3

Additional examples

In addition to the car example presented thus far, we have also implemented
a controller for metamodules: metamodules are a control approach where three
modules are combined into a logical module which has the freedom to move
on its own. A central module plays the role of a head whereas the two others
are attached as legs, which maps perfectly to a set of RAPL declarations. Our
experiments show that using RAPL the size of the controller is reduced from
approximately 300 LOC in C to 32 LOC in RAPL.
Locomotion is a classical application for modular self-reconfigurable robots,
and we believe RAPL will prove highly useful in this area. For example a snake
structure which is simply a line of modules is easily constructed by an end-role
and a body-role. In the concrete case of the ATRONs, a snake of 7 modules can
transform into a car. Transformation is the main feature of a self-reconfigurable
robot, but it is also the hardest part to program since modules change their
physical position and most likely their role during the transformation. We envision implementing transformations using intermediate roles that are responsible
for rearranging the modules before going back to a reactive state again.
We believe aggregation of roles to be essential for the scalability of our approach to more complex structures. In the work of Stoy et al, a lizard-like structure with four legs is programmed using roles [17, 15]. We observe that this
scenario is close to our car-example, the main difference being legs instead of
wheels. This brings to mind reuse of existing code (we can keep the central part
of our structure) and aggregation of roles. If the legs of the lizard were made
of metamodules implementing a whole-behaviour, the top of the car would not
need to deal with how the structure actually performed its locomotion: it would
simply send the same message move to the Leg or the Wheel.

6

Related Work

Autonomous robots are commonly controlled using behavior-based control [2];
behaviors are typically sensor-driven, reactive, and goal-oriented controllers. Certain behaviors may inhibit other behaviors, allowing the set of active behaviors
to vary. Modular robots often use the concept of a role albeit in an ad-hoc
fashion: complex overall behaviors can be derived from a robot where different
modules react differently to the same stimuli, in effect allowing each module to
play a different role (e.g., [1, 5, 14]). Recently, Stoy et al have explicitly used
the concept of a role to obtain a very robust and composable behavior [15, 17].
Compared to RAPL, the implementation of roles is ad-hoc and the only control
examples investigated are cyclic, signal-driven behaviors for locomotion.
Apart from RAPL, the only high-level programming language for modular
robots that the authors are aware of is the Phase Automata Robot Scripting
Language (PARSL) [8, 19]. Here, XML-based declarations are used to describe
the behavior of each module in the PolyBot self-reconfigurable robot [18]. Compared to RAPL, the tool support is much more complete and the language has

many advanced features for controlling locomotion using behavior-based control.
Nevertheless, PARSL completely lacks the concept of a role for structuring the
code: each behavior is assigned to a specific module as an atomic unit.

7

Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented the RAPL system, a role-based approach to
abstraction of hardware and communication in the ATRON system. Based on
our experiments, we conclude that supporting role-based programming at the
language level makes programming distributed robots less tedious and thereby
more accessible and less error prone. We believe that providing a high-level programming interface is critical for improving the maturity of the ATRON robotic
system and is an important first step in moving towards concrete applications
of self-reconfigurable robots. In terms of language design, we are interested in
creating a correspondence between the physical modules and the concepts used
to program the controller. Here roles are a perfect fit since the behavior of a
module changes over time in response to programmatic decisions or sensory input. Nevertheless, we believe that the role-based approach can be strengthened
using object-oriented design principles such as whole-part.
As mentioned earlier in the context of reuse between car and lizard robots,
aggregation could be used to construct “wholes of objects” which again could be
parts of a bigger whole. This scenario however currently has to be programmed
manually by routing messages for the whole to the appropriate module. Moreover, we would like to explore inheritance between roles, which can be realized
using the standard object-oriented principles, e.g., a combination of adding and
overriding functions. Currently we only support a single level of inheritance from
a primitive module where basic behaviour is defined for all modules. Specialization does however raise the issue of role selection. The process of role-selection is
currently done programmatically or even manually using a PDA with an infrared
port. We envision automating this process to a certain degree by implementing
simple rules that fire a role-change when some local state is met. This can be
done right now in the custom-code section, but a future enhancement to our
contribution could incorporate this logic in RAPL.
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